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‘Fight the real enemy!’
What up,
How ya’ll doing? Shit still
fucked up. Tell me this: why
the fuck is the A/C on full
blast during the winter? Plz
answer that for me. It’s freezing in the cells. And when we
tell the c.o.’s, they say ‘what
can we do about it?’ It’s four
days later and the A/C still
blowing on full blast.
The food getting worse,
but I already knew they was
gone do that.
The bond thing: I mean,
I thought bond was to make
sure you come to court.
See me, I turn myself in.
But I’m being held for ransom by
the jail. Isn’t being held not of free
will kidnapping? I been here 17
months and the state still not ready
to go to trial. So why the fuck am
I still sitting here. The jail makes
money of us sitting here while our
lives go to hell. We losing money,
houses, cars, time with kids. OUR
MINDS!! Know what the D.A.’s
say? Fuck them, they don’t matter.
Let them rot for a few years in jail
then we will give them a plea, and

if they don’t take it, let them rot longer. Then try again.
This shit is sad. It’s slavery all
over again. We inmates are the field
niggers! The c.o.’s are the house niggers! And you have Uncle Toms
on both sides. Look who runs the
country. Amerikkka is back. Hopefully it won’t take 400 years to get
free this time.
We got to fight back. The first
thing we got to stop doing is warring with ourselves. Fight the real
enemy! 		
—N.S.

‘They won’t let me out the hole’
Hello,
I thank you for your letter and
I appreciate your concern about
us here. How have you been? Me I
been doing good. I’m sorry for taking so long to write back, I just been
gettin things together for trial in
March. I want the Inside-Outside
Alliance and the news people at
my trial so everybody can see how
court doing in Durham County. I
been here going on 3 years. This jail
is some bullshit and the court system, too. The D.A. trying to give me
26 to 34 years. That’s crazy. I haven’t
even seen 20. I’m only 18, about to
be 19…And the jail they got me in
the hole for 50 days now, and they won’t let me out the hole. Thank you for
the card. Hope to hear from you soon. Take care. –S.B.
What is Feedback?
Feedback is a publication of Inside-Outside Alliance (IOA), a group of people trying to support the struggles of those inside (or formerly inside) the Durham jail, and their families and
friends. We recognize that any of us can be outside one day, inside the next -- the revolving
door of incarceration. We also participate in struggles against police harassment and brutality. IOA maintains a website called Amplify Voices Inside (amplifyvoices.com) that publishes
the words of Durham jail inmates and former inmates talking about conditions inside and
outside and how they see the world.
The name Amplify Voices Inside comes from something a brave and rebellious inmate wrote
in the fall of 2012. This publication, Feedback, is a sampling of recent contents of the website. When something amplified is redirected at the source of the sound, the effect is called
feedback. That is what this is: the voices that have been amplified to the outside world being re-broadcast inside the walls of the jail. Feedback is also distributed on the outside and
sometimes includes ‘outside’ voices. Unless a person requests use of their real name, then
writers’ initials have been changed to protect identities and minimize repressive attacks and
harassment.
To contribute words or art, write to: IOA, PO Box 1353, Durham, NC 27701.
You may be able to reach us by phone at 919.666.7854
Or, if you are not in jail and are able to, send an email: insideoutsidealliance@gmail.com
* Se habla español. *
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‘They should do away with these high-ass bonds’
What’s up? Thanks for the
holiday card. Your reader’s poll
made me think a lil bit because
doing away with bail could do
some good, but at the same time
hurt. It can help those who can’t
afford to bail out of jail for whatever reason. You also got those
people that has stupid crazy
bonds set by the court that can’t
be touched at all, so they’re put
in a situation where they have
to sit in jail against their will.
But then you do
have those complete
assholes
who would take
something
as
good as that and
throw it away, so
I guess I would
say getting rid of
bail is crazy but
strongly do think
they should do
away with these
high-ass bonds,
like the average
motherfucka
is living like
Donald Trump
….other
than
that, ain’t nothing changed in
this shithole but

the fact I’m currently trying
to fight to get off 22 and a half
hour lockback after a year plus
and they’re pissing in the wind.
It’s easy for them to blow it off
because they get to go home at
the end of the day. I’m left in a
box all day for what??? Really
don’t know how much more of
this bullshit I can take.
— Ghost
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‘Not falling for the trick this system uses’
Dear —
Hello to you all the IOA. I pray
you all had a wonderful holiday
season. Yes, I’m still here after 39
months standing strong in my
faith. Refusing to bend. Not falling
for the trick this system uses (waiting you out) hoping you sign a plea
for something you did not do!
Now, I know it’s been a while
since I last wrote to you all, so I will
sum up all my observations in this
one letter.
Treatment from officers: Most
give me no problems but there are a
few that bring their personal problems to work. Some will “omit” the
truth on statements just to have
an inmate locked back. I feel the
credibility of the statements made
against inmates should be investigated better. You must remember some officers (usually younger
ones) mouths are not “prayer
books, just because they open and
close.” They will lie! But because
they are officers we are assumed
to be guilty of whatever they say.
Although there are witnesses that
say differently. But as for me, the
“good” officers outweigh the bad. I
just stay out of the way of the ones
I can’t trust.
Medical: they have gotten better
as far as I’m concerned. They still
charge the outrageous $20 “co-pay”
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for sick calls. I basically manage my
diabetes through diet now.
Canteen: You can say what you
want to say about ex-employee
“Bull” (and folks had plenty to say
about him!), but since he’s been
gone it’s been a mess!! Orders come
incomplete and late. No set schedule! We never know when it’s coming. Many common items will be
out of stock (How do you run out
of Honey Buns!?!). With “Bull”
you could count on your canteen
coming on Monday and Thursday,
I-Cares on Tuesday and Friday, hot
trays at lunch time!
Meals: ABL’s food tastes much
better, but they don’t have much
variety. The food is higher in fiber,
which is good for the digestion. I
hear people talk about the portion
size, yeah some days they could do
better, but at least we can eat it, and
identify what it is!
…I have included a writing
to enter in the art show. I hope it
makes the cut. If it is to be read,
please contact the following person, who will be pleased to come to
the art show: —–
…Thanks for writing and checking on me. Take care and continue
doing what you do.
— Justin G.

‘Because we need things, we are “needy”’
Hi,
Thanks so much for the books
and letter. I’ve gotten your letter
I didn’t write back b/c I just don’t
know what to say. I hate it here. I’ve
been here 18 months, seen a lot of
stuff that human beings shouldn’t
have to deal with: being told to piss
in the shower because they don’t
want to mash a button. The way we
are talked to–here’s the thing: everybody in this jail is going through
something, some more tragic than
others and they don’t need this jail
b.s. in their lives. So when a girl of
19 is screaming and crying because
she is bleeding from having a miscarriage and no one does nothing,
this is the stuff I’m talking about.
They are making physical
changes like the food is WAY better. We get fruit The guys across
the hall got new thick mats today.
I hope we get them. They hate 5D.
Nobody wants to work it because
we aren’t guys and we don’t care
how tight your pants are. Really!
The guys come first. We can’t get
no toilet paper or pads. Because we
need these things, we are ‘needy.’
We have to deal with every
woman that comes to this jail.
Some have major mental health
issues. They need special care and
can’t get it here. The women need
another pod. I’ve seen the multipurpose room filled wall to wall.
No room, it’s crazy. There are lots

of fights because we are crammed
in here like sardines. I stay in my
cell all the time. I come out to get
a shower and my tray (oh, we only
have 3 showers that have hot water–
that’s a big problem). I read, draw,
and pray for this to be over. I was
charged in 2014, and still waiting–
that’s Durham. I shouldn’t be here.
I am, so I have to make the best of
it. Well, that’s all I have to say…
— B.G.
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‘INHUMANE’

Hey —
Hope you’re doing well. Well I
just wanted to write back to let ya
know how things are going around
here…I asked for toilet paper one
day and the c.o. told me NO because she didn’t like me and because I was too white! Really. I put
a grievance in on her and nothing
was ever done. I still have an open
grievance from May about an officer that told me to piss in the
shower because she wouldn’t pop
my door unless I was gonna stay
behind that door. Sick, right? And
the other day I saw an officer and a
young girl, a minor, age 16, get into
it. And when the other officers ran
in like three of them were on top
of her (the kid) and the officer was
pounding this girl while they were
handcuffing her. They had to tell
the officer to stop, that was enough.

Crazy. That’s one thing I really don’t
agree with, is minors being placed
in here. I think it’s wrong. These
officers need to follow the same
guidelines. There is bad favoritism
in here. One good thing, the food
is better, but they took our cups
away! So I had to use a lotion bottle
so I could have hot water because
there’s none in my room, and the officer said I was not allowed to fill up
bottles. And I am about 99.9% sure
that she did not let me because she
just wanted to be an asshole!! They
can’t stand it when something goes
good for us. INHUMANE!!! Well, I
could go on and on, but you get the
gist of it. Been here 12 months and
just waiting for movement on their
end! God help us!! …Thank you so
much and hang in there! :)
— T.M.B.

READERS’ POLL:
What do you think about the Durham jail
moving to video visitation?
We’ve known for a while now that GTL, the company who runs
the phones and inmate visitation scheduling, has wanted to put in
visitation by video. Recently jail officials were quoted as saying that
they are planning to implement it — and phase out face-to-face visitation — as early as this coming summer. Of course, with enough
opposition, anything can be stopped.
What are your thoughts on ‘visiting’ with friends and family on
a video screen rather than face to face? Write to Feedback and let us
know your thoughts. (Mailing address on page 2.)
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EDITORIAL NOTE: Inside-Outside Alliance is not a church, nor is affiliated
with any religious denomination, nor does it require adherence to any particular religious doctrine to participate, nor does it promulgate any particular religious doctrine. Neither, however, is it committed to “secularism.” Rather, we
are committed to amplifying the voices and supporting the struggles of people
locked up in the Durham County Jail. Detainees are, it should go without saying, religiously diverse, and IOA is committed to amplifying all of their voices
as a key way to struggling against the “justice” system. Sometimes, those voices
are religious. What follows is a poem written by someone who has written to
IOA many times in the past. That it is published here should not be taken to
mean that IOA supports any particular religion, but that we are committed to
amplifying everyone’s voices.

‘Every inmate should have faith, and faith comes by
hearing, and hearing the word of God’
Follow the Basic Instructions Before Leaving Earth, BIBLE.
We have a revival for all the Inmates survival
now I get it and a saint is my title
because my sins been washed away like a tidal, wave
I received God’s grace and I’m now saved,
’cause the wages of sin is death and death goes past the grave,
where there will be weeping and gnashing of teeth in a place called
hades and you will be living in flames.
But if you believe Jesus is Lord and God raised him from the dead
then you shall be saved.
To sin I was enslaved, getting whip by my own whip and cut by my
own blade
I was trying to make myself into something when I was already made.
Made to lead, made to save, made to speak, made to pray, made to see
the unseen, and walk the road Jesus paved
Jesus is the way, the truth, and the life, the strong, Lo the _____
that takes flight, the sun by day, and the moon by night,
The fish of the sea, the birds of the sky,
My rock, sword, and shield, and the shade at my right hand
So take a stand for the right man, who is Christ who dies for
Man, who sin was ‘numerous as the sand,
But he washed it away like a tide came in
God hears a sinners prayer so let the prayers begin
--I’m prayin for everybody locked up
____ ____, himself, PA
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‘Our day is coming sooner rather than later’
What’s up world? I’m so tired
of being in here. I’ve been here 20
months, my life is on hold.
What happened to staying out
until 11:00? My kids don’t even
come in at 6:45! Also, what’s up
with these “no court date shown?”
I can’t get house arrest because I
don’t live in Durham. The struggle
is real.
I haven’t been charged for medical since I have been here, now
all of a sudden they want to take
my money. Never again will I go
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unless I’m half-way dead. $20 for
some shampoo, really?
I like to say at the end of the day
they get to go home and we stuck
here. Some care and some don’t.
Out of sight and out of mind.
But our day is coming sooner
than later. They can’t hold us forever. Keep y’all head above water.
Stay prayed up. God does answer
prayers. Be blessed. Shout out to
the girls: Melanie B, Brittany L,
Ebony F, Christie L.

‘There has been remarkable improvement–Thank you!’

My deepest apologies. This let- plaint, but is much better than
ter is well overdue. Through no before. I credit this improvement
other fault than my own, I have solely to your efforts with Insideavoided writing for the past 12-14 Outside Alliance. We have also
months. I blame this avoidance on been provided with new mattressmy own indolence, self-conscious- es, which was long overdue! Thank
ness of my penmanship (sloppy you again.
and unreadable), and also mostly
Have you heard of any news redue to the depresgarding the city of
sion of being incarDurham and/or
cerated and what
city of Raleigh Po“There is bad favoritism in
I’ve lived through
lice Departments
here... they took our cups
in the hands of the
and their aggresaway!
So
I
had
to
use
a
city of Durham Posive, abusive and
lice department. I
illegal tactics and
lotion bottle so I could have
believe you have
handling of its city
hot water because there’s
spoken with my
residents? …I’ve
none
in
my
room,
and
the
ofparents; you may
lived through a poalready be aware of ficer said I was not allowed to lice setup that was
some of what has fill up bottles. And I am about absurd and was
happened to me.
uncalled for and
99.9% sure that she did not let
I would like
I almost died beto offer a sincere me because she just wanted to cause of it…
“Thank you!” for
Lastly, is there
be an asshole!!”
everything
that
anything I can
you have done for
do for you and
the inmates here
for IOA? This jail
at Durham County Jail. There has sucks, but words cannot express
been remarkable improvement in the gratitude I feel toward you and
the meals, post Aramark. It’s not Inside-Outside Alliance for EVat all great, but the food is at least ERYTHING you have done and for
“real” and not all soy based or en- all of the lives you have touched.
tirely processed. The meat seems Thank you again and Merry Christreal, the potatoes whole, and we mas.
get actual fresh fruit (versus 99%
Warmest regards,
applesauce). I often hear people
B. H.
complain about the quantity, and
I guess that is a legitimate com9

VOICES OUTSIDE
‘I’ll be riding with you until my death’
Greetings Detainees of D.C.J.
Since I am forced to present
my concerns for you all by writing, instead of being able to speak
to you all as a group or individually, I’ll say I’m glad to address you
at all. I pray that those there are as
warm as possible, and those who
are not, IOA is working hard to
bring about change in this area: it
hurts my heart to know that many
of you care cold!! My other concern is the fact that Lt. Col. Perkins
in her pettiness is still withholding
cups, spoons, and all eating utensils. The ignorance of this must be
exposed. It’s just stupid to punish
people with tactics that will deprive
individuals from eating what’s purchased through commissary.
As for me, I was present in
Washington, D.C. at the anti-inauguration protest. There were lots of
speeches on the Dakota pipeline in
order to fight its implementation
because it threatens the water and
environment on American Indian
Land. There were many speeches
on mass incarceration, the subject I spoke about. Of course in
the middle of McPherson Square
surrounded by hundreds or thousands, I let loose about the conditions and lack of humane treatment at the D.C.J. I covered many
subjects that are of great concern
to the detainees, mainly how Sheriff Andrews, Perkins and Couch
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are running that jail as if it were a
prison, when in fact it is merely a
holding tank until one has had her
or his day in court. Mass incarceration was the basis of my presentation, showing that N.C. is doing
its best to maintain a society that
upholds slavery, and or the mentality that keeps people at the mercy
of laws that cause further incarceration. N.C. forgot they didn’t win
the Civil War!
The anti-inauguration protest
was both enlightening and uplifting to see that there are so many
of us around the U.S. that disagree
with what concerns me most:
mass incarceration. My personal
hope this year is to have the staff
that runs the jail removed, starting
with the sheriff. And be replaced
with trained de-escalators that
treat people humanely!
Even as we marched in D.C. the
police used tear gas and pepper
spray against protesters and others, including children. Some 200
people or more were arrested. Of
course I made it back intact, had to
let my D.C.J. comrades know that
there are lots of people fighting
for what’s right. As for me, I will
be riding with all of you until my
death. For freedom!
As-salaam Alaikum (Peace be
unto you) Chakilah Abdullah Ali.
Cynthia Parrish Fox

Love, light and noise on the last night of 2016
A small but spirited contingent of 30 or so people assembled in downtown
Durham on New Year’s Eve and marched to the jail for the sixth straight New
Year’s Eve with a noise demonstration. Before starting out, the group briefly
reflected on the struggles waged within the jail in 2016, as well as in prisons and
detention centers throughout the land, and we looked forward to supporting and
growing resistance inside in the new year.
Marchers stalked through the downtown night with various homemade
noisemakers and banners with such messages as: 2017-Shut down the jail; Solidarity with Prisoners Everywhere; Support Prisoner Resistance; Smash the Durham Jail and Prisons Everywhere; and 2017: Let’s Get Free. A couple of people
carried homemade lanterns to light up the night, and others wore glow sticks. At
the jail, folks broke out sparklers, all while making a lovely cacophony that was
music to those inside. At each side of the jail, demonstrators shouted “Happy
New Year” to comrades inside, and folks inside responded in turn.

Marking one year since Matthew McCain’s death in jail
On the evening of Thursday, January 19, family and friends of Matthew
McCain gathered at the Durham jail to hold a vigil to remember the man who
died a year ago while detained at DCDF. “Matthew was a great father, and a good
man. I want people to remember him for that,” said Ashley Canady, who was
Matthew’s girlfriend and mother to the daughter, Kinslee, whom he never met.
After people young and old chalked up the sidewalk with messages about
Matthew, Ashley led a short, candle-lit procession from the side of the jail to the
front. There, memories of Matthew were shared by his mother, sister and cousin.
After listening to a few of his favorite songs, those gathered let go of their balloons, blew out their candles and left memorial flowers near the jail’s entrance.
On its website, IOA wrote, “November 25, 2016 marked the day Matthew
would have been 30 years old. A week later, his daughter Kinslee, full of life
and spark, turned a year old.
These birthdays and anniversaries hurt those who
loved Matthew and they will
continue to be painful. But
we take today to say that we
have not forgotten Matthew,
and we will not forget that
the jail killed him.”
R.I.P. Matthew. And as
Ashley shouted into the
night: “No Justice, No Peace.”
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“When I’m Gone”
Gotta know where I’ve been and what I’ve been through/
Gotta know what I’ve seen and what I’ve seen through/
Sacrifice, trying to make money stack/
And the times I called on the Lord but he ain’t answer back/
Prison bars, metal bunks, this stuff really got so deep I
needed swimming trunks/
What am I facing, my mind is pacing/
My time is wasted sittin just patiently waiting/
I’m holding strong, everyday/
I’m losing weight, starving off these prison plates/
No visitation, no mail neither/
My heart is getting colder and suffers from ether/
But I play my role, for my families’ sake/
Cuz I ain’t really trying to hear the excuses they make/
Get on my knees and say a prayer/
Cuz God gone be the one that’s gone lead me to paper
				–D-Blocc
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